This paper proposes an advanced mesh generation technique that reuses the proven analysis models by searching for similar sub-parts. The purpose of this development is to reduce interactive mesh improvement work time and to comply with the mesh specifications. In particular shell mesh generation, working time of complex thin parts such as resin parts is long, which causes issues for front-loading. Furthermore, quality improvement and standardization of analysis models are required because the general designers have to manage V&V (Verification & Validation). This technique consists of two distinctive techniques. First, it is the technique to search the subparts from newly designed CAD which have similar shape with the archived feature sub-parts contained in the proven CAD models. In this technique, the similar sub-parts are retrieved from a CAD model described by boundary representation and made correspondence relation surface pairs of a retrieval model (proven model) and a target model (CAD of new design). A similarity score is calculated based on geometrical similarity and topological similarity. Geometric similarity is based on geometric information such as areas and perimeters. Topological similarity is based on the surface connection differences. Second, mesh can be generated automatically by arranging and merging the know-how meshes based on the relationship of the surfaces by similar sub-parts search technique. Experimental results show that this technique can efficiently generate a mesh without interactive mesh improvement operation which was conventionally taken several hours.
Introduction
Numerical simulation by the finite element method and other similar methods are widely used as means for investigating into physical phenomena and solving design problems. In order to perform simulation by the finite element method (hereinafter referred to as analysis), it is necessary to create an analysis model. With continuous improvement of computer processing capability and analysis technology, the scale of analysis models is becoming larger and more detailed, and it is expected that even further progress will be made in the future. Also, since mesh quality in the analysis model has a major impact on analysis accuracy, in order to perform analysis V & V, it is necessary to define a mesh quality indicator to be adhered to. From these circumstances, the workload of creating analysis models has been increasing, and it has become an issue to make efficient utilization of analysis (Kataoka, 2011) , (Sakamoto, 2014) (Kirkpatrick, 2000) .
Conventional automatic mesh generation techniques are methods for generating mesh close to regular polygons (equilateral triangles and squares) and regular polyhedrons (regular tetrahedrons and hexahedrons) by geometric operations such as Delaunay method (Fleischmann and Selberherr, 1997) and Advancing front method (Ito et al., 2007) .
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Issues of conventional mesh generation technique and overview of proposal solution 2.1 Issues of conventional mesh generation technique
Sheet metal parts and thin resin parts are generally modeled with a medial surface without thickness (shell model), but there are some shapes in which a strict medial surface does not exist. An example of a snap-fit shape is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 (a) shows a typical snap-fit shape with no exact medial surface in this shape. Actually, in crash simulation or the like, it is necessary to create a mesh that represents the contact surface as shown in Figure 1(b) . Each company and each division have such individual know-how, and the same shape does not always result in the same mesh. Also, the specifications of the mesh to be created are also different depending on the analysis type (stress, vibration, crash analysis, and so on). Therefore, there is an issue that general-purpose conventional techniques can not meet with individual know-how. Fig. 1 CAD and mesh of snap-fit part. Snap-fit has no strict medial surface. In practice, it is necessary to create a mesh representing the contact surface as shown in (b).
(a) CAD of snap-fit part (b) Mesh of snap-fit part Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) 
Solution overview
Gunn shows that 20% of all parts are newly designed, 40% is the reuse of already designed parts and 40% is correction of already designed parts in general hardware products (Gunn, 1982) . In addition, the proven analysis models created for the already designed parts satisfy sufficient quality and address the know-how. Therefore, we focused on the proven analysis models. We propose that this problem can be solved by decomposing the proven analysis models into reusable sub-parts, accumulating them as analysis know-how, and combining the analysis know-how to automatically create an analysis model of a newly designed shape. For example, bosses and snap-fits, ribs for ensuring strength, and the like are arranged in various positions depending on the design target, but the shape type often has several patterns. Meshes suitable for high quality analysis are prepared in advance for such feature sub-parts, and these meshes are arranged for the newly designed shape. By generating mesh only for the remaining parts by the conventional technique (Fleischmann and Selberherr, 1997) (Ito et al., 2007) , it is possible to efficiently create a mesh with high quality. Figure 2 shows the conceptual diagram of the solution. "Know-how DB" for registering sub-part shapes (know-how models) and sub-part meshes (know-how meshes) to be know-how from proven analysis models, "similar sub-part search technique" for searching sub-parts similar to know-how model from newly designed CAD data, and a "reused mesh merging technique" that creates meshes for shapes other than similar parts (base part) and combines them. Where knowhow is required for mesh creation, it is reused from proven analysis models, so the remaining base shapes have simple shapes, allowing meshes to be created with sufficient quality even with conventional techniques. If the created mesh does not satisfy the specification for the base shape, the mesh is corrected so as to satisfy the specification only for that part, and the mesh is registered in the analysis know-how DB. In the subsequent mesh creation for the newly designed shape, since the relevant part is reused, mesh correction work becomes unnecessary. Thus, by increasing the analysis knowhow, automation rate is improved. 
Similar sub-part search technique 3.1 Issues of conventional similar shape search technique
Similar shape search techniques have been extensively studied for effective utilization of 3D-CAD models (Iyer et al., 2005) . On the other hand, many of the prior study searches for similar parts (Osada et al., 2002) (El-Mehalawi and Millerb, 2003) (Ohbuchi et al., 2003) (You and Tsai , 2009 ). In general 3D-CAD models, there are many feature shapes Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) such as salient features for fitting (a snap-fit, a boss for screw, etc.) and rib shapes for reinforcement. These feature shapes contain know-how for strength and performance and are important analysis result evaluation points. For this reason, the mesh according to the specification is necessary. However, for such a sub-part (salient features and rib, etc.), the technique of evaluating the similarity of the entire part and searching cannot be applied.
As techniques of searching for similar sub-parts, methods of searching for a similar sub-part using a distance between vertices of a polygon mesh created for a 3D-CAD model, a normal vector angle, and the like have been proposed (Hidaka et al., 2015) ( Yamauchi et al., 2011) (Attene et al., 2010) (Biasotti et al., 2006) (Gal and Cohen-Or, 2006 ). In the prior study for evaluating the similarity of the entire part, one characteristic amount is calculated for the entire part, and the similarity is calculated from the difference in the characteristic amount. On the other hand, in the technique of searching for similar sub-parts, a sub-part of the part is extracted, and the characteristic amount is calculated for each sub-part. The similarity is calculated by comparing the characteristic amount of the search key shape and the characteristic amount of each sub-part of the search target. However, this method only calculates characteristic amount for each sub-part, and it is not possible to obtain correspondence between the search key shape and the sub-part of the search target. For example, the surface that is in contact during fitting in a snap-fit is important for determining position information, but in the conventional techniques, it is not possible to obtain a correspondence relationship of this surface. Therefore, in order to reuse, position information needs to be specified interactively, and this will cause a problem with reusability. Since the general 3D-CAD model is a boundary representation (B-Rep), reusability improves if it is possible to obtain a correspondence relationship between surfaces. Therefore, we decided to develop a similar sub-parts search technique for B-Rep models (not polygon model) that can also extract correspondence of surfaces. Figure 3 shows the procedure diagram of similar sub-part search. In this research, a graph consists of the nodes representing the surfaces and the connections representing the edges that adjacent two surfaces. The similarity score is calculated by comparing the graph created for the know-how model registered in the know-how DB that is the search key with the graph created for the newly-designed CAD model (target model). The similarity score is a linear sum of geometric similarity and topological similarity. Geometric similarity is calculated based on geometric information such as area and perimeter. The topological similarity is calculated based on the surface connection relationship (topological information). Subgraphs whose similarity score is greater than the threshold is searched from the graph of the search target. 
Overview of our proposal similar sub-part search technique

Graph model
Graphs are created for know-how models and target models. For example, in the know-how model and target model shown in the left column of Figure 4 , the graphs shown in the right column are created. In the know-how model, since the surfaces C1 and C2 are adjacent to each other, the nodes C1 and C2 are connected by edge in the graph. Since the surfaces C1 and C3 are not adjacent to each other, the nodes C1 and C3 are not connected by edge. In this graph, nodes are arranged so that the correspondence between nodes and surfaces can be easily understood, but position is not considered in this technique. Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) Fig. 4 3D-CAD models and graphs. The graphs consist of the nodes representing the surfaces and the connections representing the edges that adjacent two surfaces
Calculation of geometric similarity
Geometric similarity is calculated for all combinations of surfaces of know-how models and target models. The geometric similarity of each pair of surfaces is calculated by Eq. (1). In this equation, the geometric parameters are geometric information such as area and perimeter (sum of boundary edge length). This geometric information does not include information on arrangement position or orientation such as coordinates and normal directions. This realizes similar sub-part search independent of arrangement position and orientation. The geometric similarity is in the range of 0.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 being the same surfaces, and closer to 1.0 means similar surfaces. Table 1 shows the calculation results of the geometric similarity for the know-how model and the target model shown in Figure 4 . In this example, the area and the perimeter are used as the geometric parameters, and the respective weights ( ) are set to 0.5. For geometric parameters, values that express the features of the surface can be used, and in addition to the area and perimeter, the principal direction length, principal curvature of the surface, and the like are conceivable.
: 
Search of similar sub-part candidates
In searching for similar sub-parts, it is not necessary that the topology is completely identical. For example, in the sample model shown in Figure 4 , it is desirable that the three salient features are searched as similar sub-parts with respect to the know-how model. However, each salient feature has a different number of surfaces, and topologies do not coincide. Therefore, the graph is not isomorphic, causing excess or deficiency of nodes. This means that it is not searching isomorphic subgraphs. Algorithms for searching isomorphic subgraphs have been developed by previous studies (Nagaya et al., 2006) (Cordella et al., 2001) (Ullmann, 1976) but can not be applied to this technique. Therefore, we developed a method to search subgraphs that are not isomorphic, but are similar. T16   T14  T18   T15  T17   T20  T19   T2   T3  T5   T8  T7   T26  T4   T23   T27  T22   T25  T24   T1   T6  T21   T9  T10  T11  T12  T13 3D-CAD model Graph Know-How model Target model Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) If T n is the number of surfaces of the target model and C n is the number of surfaces of the know-how model, the number of the similar subgraph candidate is T n !/(T n − C n )!, which is enormous and needs to be narrowed down. This method will be explained using the model shown in Figure 4 .
Step. 1: Extract pairs of surfaces whose geometric similarity is greater than the threshold. In the geometric similarity shown in Table 1 , each cell indicated by red are greater than the threshold (0.8 in this example).
Step. 2: A surface of the target model whose geometric similarity is larger than the threshold is set as similar candidate surfaces. In this example, surfaces other than T1, T10, T12, T13, and T26 are similar candidate surfaces.
Step. 3: In the graph of the target model, remove the nodes corresponding to the surface other than the similar candidate surface, and extract the independent set. It becomes three independent sets of [T2，T3，T4，T5， T6，T7，T8] ，[T14，T15，T16，T17，T18，T19，T20] ，[T21，T22，T23，T24，T25，T27] in this example. And these independent sets are referred to as independent groups A, B, and C, respectively.
Step. 4: Pairs in which the geometric similarity between the surface of the know-how model and the surface of each independent group is greater than the threshold is set as similar sub-part candidates. , have geometric similarity greater than the threshold. Therefore, these pairs are similar sub-part candidates. The number of similar sub-part candidates is the total product of the number of similar candidate surfaces for each surface of know-how model. In the case of independent group A, the number of similar candidate surfaces of C1 to C7 is 1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 4, 4, so that there are 288 kinds.
Step. 5: Surfaces surrounded by similar sub-part candidates are added to the corresponding group. For example, surface T26 is surrounded by the surface of independent group A, and this surface is added to group A.
The number of similar sub-part candidates is narrowed down by this procedure. Also, in the simplified model shown in this example, the number of similar sub-part candidates before narrowing down is an enormous number such as 27!/(27-7)!=4,475,671,200. The number of similar sub-part candidates of independent groups A, B, and C is 288, 256, and 144, respectively, and the total number can be reduced to 688 by this method. It is an effective method because the reduction rate increases as the number of surfaces of know-how model and target model increases.
In this example, the threshold of the geometric similarity was set to 0.8 in Step 1, but it is possible to extract more similar sub-part candidates by reducing the threshold. On the other hand, the amount of calculation increases because the number of similar sub-part candidates increases. For example, when this threshold is set to 0.6, the independent set extracted in Step 3 is added to independent group A with [T26], and a new independent group (group D) of [T9, T10, T11, T12] is added. In addition, the total number of similar sub-part candidates is about 140,000 because the number of similar candidate surfaces for each surface of know-how model increases. It is about 200 times as much as the number of similar sub-part candidates when the threshold value is 0.8. However, setting this geometric similarity threshold value to 0.6 means reusing the mesh even if geometric parameters such as area and perimeter change by about 0.6 times. This may not be suitable for analysis in the mesh size. In order to simplify the explanation, attention is focused only on the Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) perimeter, and explanation will be given with an example. It is assumed that a mesh size of 2.0 mm as know-how mesh and a surface of perimeter of 20 mm as a know-how model (mesh division number is 10) are registered in know-how DB. If there is a surface with a perimeter of 33 mm in the target model, the geometric similarity is 0.606. If this is permitted and the mesh is reused, the mesh size is 3.3 mm. Although the specification of the mesh varies depending on the required accuracy, if there is a specification that the reference mesh size is within 2.0 mm ± 50%, it is a specification violation. In this case, the shape and the mesh with a perimeter of about 30 mm and a division number of 15 should be registered in the know-how DB. It is desirable to examine the know-how model and mesh to be registered in the knowhow DB and the threshold from the specifications required for the mesh such as the range allowed as the mesh size.
Calculation of topological similarity
The topological similarity is calculated by Eq. (2) based on the difference between the adjacency relation of each surface of the similar sub-part candidate and the know-how model corresponding to these surfaces. The topological similarity is in the range of 0.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 being the same topology, and closer to 1.0 means similar topology. In addition, there are some surfaces that do not have correspondence relationships between the surface of similar sub-part candidates and the know-how model surface. For example, the surface added in the similar sub-part candidates search procedure Step 5 in the previous section does not have the corresponding know-how model surface. When such a surface having no pair exists, a dummy surface not adjacent to any surface is added, and this surface is associated with the dummy surface. This method will be described as an example in which the independent group [T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T26] in the target shape shown in Figure 4 is searched as a similar sub-part candidate. A matrix is prepared in which 1.0 is set for two adjacent surfaces and 0.0 is set for two non-adjacent surfaces in the surfaces of similar sub-part candidates and know-how model. Table 2 shows an adjacency relation matrix for similar sub-part candidates, and Table 3 shows an adjacency relation matrix for know-how model. In this example, there is no know-how shape surface corresponding to the similar sub-part candidate surface [T26]. Therefore, a dummy surface [Cd] not adjacent to any surface is added. These matrices are equivalent , ， , in Eq. (2). A matrix ( , ) which is the difference between the elements in these matrices is calculated, and the topological similarity is calculated. The matrix ( , ) is shown in Table 4 , where = 0.844. T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T26  C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Cd  T2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 C1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 C2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 C3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 T5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 C4 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 T6 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 C5 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T7 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 C6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 T8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 C7 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 T26 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 Cd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) 
Calculation of Sub-part similarity
Sub-part similarity ( ) is calculated by Eq. (3) based on the geometric and topological similarity of each surface. Table 5 shows the sub-part similarities calculated for the know-how model and the target model shown in Figure 4 . This table shows the surface pair of the target model and know-how model and various similarity score. In this example, the weights of geometric and topological similarity are both calculated as 0.5. The center salient which is identical shape as the know-how model has been calculated as 1.0, and the surface is also accurately corresponded. The left salient is calculated and the similarity is 0.821. There is T26 between the surfaces T4 and T5 of the target model corresponding to the know-how models C3 and C4, which are of different topology. Therefore, the topological similarity was calculated as 0.844. In addition, surfaces of C3, C4 and T4, T5 differ in area and perimeter and the geometric similarity is calculated to be 0.796. The right salient is a sub-part without target model surface corresponding to C7, and it is calculated as subpart similarity 0.811 (geometric similarity 0.827, topological similarity 0.796). In this example, because the geometric similarity and the topological similarity are almost the same values in the three salient, the influence of these weights is small. However, as explained in section 3.5, it is better to prioritize the geometric similarity ( ≥ ) from the reusing the mesh.
The calculation time is less than 0.01 second (using Windows 7 PC with Intel® Xeon® E 5640 2.67 GHz × 2), which is sufficiently fast for practical use. 
Reused mesh merging technique
The know-how meshes corresponding to the similar sub-parts are arranged for the mesh created for the base part (base mesh) from which the similar sub-parts are deleted from the newly designed CAD data, and these meshes are merged. This procedure will be described below with reference to Figure 5 .
Step.1: A transformation matrix for matching each surface in correspondence relation is calculated based on the correspondence relationship between the know-how model and the similar sub-part in the newly designed CAD.
Step.2: The know-how meshes are transformed by the matrix. As a result, the know-how meshes are arranged at the position of the similar sub-part. In the new design CAD and the know-how mesh, the base mesh, it is arranged as shown in Figure 5 (a)-(d) .
Step.3: The arranged know-how mesh morphs to fit the similar sub-part (Onodera et al., 2008) (Onodera, 2015) . Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) Step.4: Two intersecting elements are retrieved in the know-how mesh and the base mesh. For this example, the elements A and B cross each other ( Figure 5 (e) ).
Step.5: The intersecting elements are divided according to the intersecting pattern shown in Figure 6 . One of the crossing elements is indicated in yellow line and the other crossing element is indicated by red line (it is a view looking directly from the other element). The intersection pattern can be classified into 7 cases, an intersection pattern on the left side of the arrow and an element after division on the right side (added element edge after division are green lines). One side of the quadrilateral element is handled as being degenerate in the case of a triangular element. As a result, the mesh shown in Figure 5 (f) is generated.
Step.6: Repeat steps 4 to 5 until there are no cross elements.
Step.7: Improve low quality elements (Bommes et al., 2013) (Verma and Tautges, 2011) (Li et al., 2011) . As a result, a mesh shown in Figure 5 (g) (h) is generated. Fig. 5 Procedure of mesh merge. The know-how meshes are arranged for the base mesh, and intersecting elements of these meshes are merged. And, the mesh is improved. Fig. 6 Subdivision patterns of intersecting elements. Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) 
Application results
The know-how data (know-how model and mesh) shown in Figure 7 (a) to (c) are registered in the know-how DB, and a procedure and results for creating a mesh for newly designed CAD data shown in Figure 7 (d) will be described. There are multiple similar sub-parts in the newly designed CAD data, but each shape intentionally adds sub-parts that are not identical, such as changing dimensions, adding fillets, and so on. It also includes geometries that do not have strict medial surfaces such as the snap fit shown in Section 2.1, and it is CAD data that requires interactive mesh creation / modification work even using conventional techniques and latest tools.
First, sub-parts similar to know-how model are searched from newly designed CAD data. Sub-parts having a subpart similarity score (hereinafter referred to as similarity score) of 0.8 or more associated with the same color as the know-how model is shown in Figure 7 (e). Table 6 shows the similarity score between the know-how model and the subpart. In this application, the area and the perimeter are used as the geometric parameters, and the respective weights are set to 0.5. It is confirmed that the similarity score of identical sub-parts are 1.0 and that the similarity score of sub-parts with dimensional difference and topological difference is 0.8 or more. Because the know-how shape #1 and the similar sub-part [a2] are identical, the similarity score is 1.0. On the other hand, the rib height of the know-how model #1 is 10 mm and the rib heights of the sub-parts [a1, a3, a4] are 11 mm, 9 mm, and 8 mm, respectively. The sub-parts [a1] and [a3] are the most similar, and [a4] is the least similar shape. The calculated similarity scores are 0.93, 0.94, and 0.90, respectively, and it is confirmed that the similarity scores have considered length dimension difference. Furthermore, the know-how model #2 and the similar sub-part [b1] are identicalness, the similarity score is calculated to be 1.0 normally. In the similar sub-parts [b2, b3, b4, b5] , fillets are attached to the corners of the claw, and the topology is not coinciding, but it can be searched as similarity score 0.97, 0.97, 0.94 and 0.81, respectively, and it is confirmed that the similarity scores have considered topological difference. The know-how shape #3 and the similar sub-part [c3] are identical, the similarity score is 1.0. On the other hand, the fillet radius of the know-how model #3 is 2 mm and the rib heights of the sub-parts [c1, c2, c4, c5] are 4 mm, 3 mm, 1 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. The calculated similarity scores are 0.94, 0.97, 0.99 and 0.97, respectively, and it is confirmed that the similarity scores have considered radius difference. Figure 8 shows an example of a sub-part in which the similarity score is less than 0.8 with the know-how model #3. The topology is coincident in this part, the topological similarity is 1.0. And the area and perimeter are different, the geometric similarity is 0.32 and the sub-part similarity score is 0.66. We think that this is valid result because this subpart can not reuse know-how mesh #1.
Subsequently, the similar sub-parts are deleted from the newly designed CAD data. This hole filled CAD data (base part: Figure 7 (f)) is created, and a mesh (base mesh) is created by the conventional technique (Figure 7 (g) ). It is possible to create a mesh of sufficient quality even with the conventional technique because this base part has a simple shape.
Furthermore, know-how meshes are arranged and know-how mesh morphs to fit the similar sub-part (Figure 7 (h) ). Finally, these meshes are joined using a reused mesh merging technique. As a result, a mesh shown in Figure 7 (i) was created, and it is confirmed that it is a mesh with satisfying and sufficient quality and specification not requiring an interactive mesh correction work. It is possible to generate a mesh with the same level of quality as in the past because know-how models extracted from such a proven analysis model are reused. In addition, the mesh generation processing time using this technique is less than 2 minutes. Generally, in order to create a high-quality mesh for this model, it takes several hours as calculation time for automatic mesh generation and interactive mesh correction time.
In addition, when individual know-how is improved, it is possible to create a mesh that conforms to the specification simply by changing the analysis model to be reused without repairing the automation technique or development software.
In this paper, 0.8 as the similarity threshold was used for this verification. However, it is desirable to examine knowhow model and mesh to be registered in know-how DB and similarity thresholds from specifications required for meshes such as mesh size tolerance, as described in Section 3.5. Furthermore, the policy of selecting geometric parameters is described from the viewpoint of mesh reusability. The mesh size greatly affects the mesh quality. For this reason, it is desirable for the mesh size not to change significantly. Therefore, it is considered that the perimeter and the area are essential for the geometric parameters for evaluating the degree of similarity. Furthermore, it is considered that the length in the principal axis direction of the surface may be added. On the other hand, we believe that lower weights are better for geometric parameters that do not significantly affect mesh size, such as curvature.
Also, according to the previous research by Gunn, 40% is the diversion of already designed parts and 40% is the modification of already designed parts, as shown in Section 2.2. Therefore, we think that up to 80% sub-parts can be reused by expanding know-how DB. Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) Fig. 7 Example models for evaluation. It is a mesh with satisfying and sufficient quality and specification not requiring an interactive mesh correction work. Fig. 8 Example of a dissimilar sub-part. This is valid result because this sub-part can not reuse know-how mesh. Onodera, Hariya, Kongo, Shintani, Ka and Watanuki, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.13, No.4 (2019) 
Conclusion
We developed a technique to generate an analysis model with quality equivalent to proven analysis models. In this technique, a reusable sub-part is registered as a know-how model from a proven analysis models, and a sub-part similar to the know-how model are searched from the newly designed shape CAD data, and a know-how meshes are arranged in the similar sub-part, and know-how meshes are merged. We developed "similar sub-part search technique" and "reused mesh merging technique" which are core techniques and got the following conclusion.
(1) We developed a technique to search similar sub-parts from geometric similarity and topological similarity.
Geometric similarity is based on geometric information such as area and perimeter. Topological similarity is based on the surface connection difference. By this technique, similarity between two shapes can be quantified, and accurate geometric differences and shapes with different phases can be searched. With this technique, it is possible to search accurately for similar sub-part, because similarity of two shapes can be quantified based on geometric differences and topological differences.
(2) We developed a technique to arrange and merge know-how meshes based on the relationship of the surfaces by similar sub-part search technique. As a result, meshes of quality equivalent to that of know-how meshes can be automatically generated for similar sub-parts of know-how models requiring accuracy, and quality equivalent to proven analysis models can be created.
(3) It was applied to the verification example and confirmed that interactive mesh correction work is unnecessary.
(4) When individual meshing know-how is improved, it is possible to create a mesh that conforms to the specification simply by changing the analysis model to be reused without repairing the automation technique or development software. 
